These staples eliminate stooping and rework too

TurfTacs is a biodegradable sod and turf staple system to secure sod, turfgrass, erosion control netting and grass and flower mats. It eliminates rework caused by edges curling, lifting and drying out. The staples are driven into the earth by a sturdy, stainless steel TurfTacker that works like a giant standup stapler. It allows the applicator to apply the staples while standing. The TurfTacker holds a cartridge of 60 staples. TurfTacs biodegrade in 3-8 weeks, and comes in two forms: universal U-shaped for netting, ground cover and seams; L-shaped for sod pieces, divots, grass and flower mats. To find out more, call (888) 887-3822 and mention LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT, or Circle No. 288

Tas Trimmers clean up around sprinkler heads

Tas Industries offers a family of trimmers specifically designed to clean out growth from donut protectors, pop-up sprinkler heads, rotary sprinkler heads, golf course rotary heads, and control valve covers.

The trimmers fit the following straight-shaft trimmers: Echo, John Deere, Lesco, Shindaiwa, Maruyama, Husqvarna, Stihl, Green Machine, Robin, Red Max, Tanaka, and Weed Eater. They will clean sprinkler head donuts with 2 3/8, 3 3/8 and 4-inch centers as well as control valve covers 6 inch and 10 inch in diameter. For more information contact Tas at (941) 485-0262, mentioning LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT, or Circle No 289

Tri-King Mower now with more muscle

Jacobsen’s new Tri-King triplex reel mowers feature a choice of high-output, 18-hp Briggs & Stratton Vanguard engine or a 19-hp liquid-cooled, low-emissions Kubota diesel for greater power and performance.

“The new Tri-Kings are also easier to operate,” says Steve Yolitz, vice president of strategic product planning at Jacobsen. “The new steering wheel, power steering and automatic, three-wheel drive really improve maneuverability and operator comfort.”

New, heavy-duty Eaton 2000 Series traction motors, plus a larger fan and high-flow water pump are features that enhance Tri-King reliability. Tri-King mowers feature 72-inch and 84-inch cutting widths, with five-, seven-, and ten-blade reels. If you’d like to learn more about the Tri-King, check out the Jacobsen/Textron Web site at www.jacobsen.textron.com; call (414) 637-4465 or, Circle No. 290
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